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May CrappieNow is a good
issue with a variety of topics. You’ll
find plenty of tips, read about a record
crappie and much more. I hope you
enjoy it.
Spring is always a busy time of
year. This one has been especially
busy and long due to waters warming
earlier than normal. We’ve had the
traditional cold fronts, wind and rain that seem to come
at inconvenient times. However, there have been
plenty of good fishing days with reports from all over
the country of crappie being caught.
I’ve been on the road traveling, working and
playing. So far I’ve attended several tournaments and
have more on my list. I’m editor for Crappie Masters
magazine so I cover six or seven of their tournaments
each year. They have a well-established trail with plenty
of expert fishermen to give me information to pass along
to you. I often get to hop in a boat during practice days
for fishing and to get a story. That’s a real perk of my
job.
I’ve also attended one tournament with the
American Crappie Trail. You’ll see a photo journal on
the D’Arbonne tournament. It was good to see the new
format in operation. First place prize, an aluminum
Ranger Boat, went to, Josh Gowan and his partner Alex
Rude.
I caught a 2.97-pound, fat-bellied slab at Grenada
Lake while fishing with our magazine publisher, Dan
Dannenmueller and partner Garrett Steele. Just 3/100
of a pound away from reaching the three-pound mark!
Anyway, it was good catching a great fish. After photos,
I released her back into the lake so she could spawn.
I am blessed to have seven grandsons from three
to thirteen years of age. To add to the busy spring,
this past month I was blessed again only this time a
healthy granddaughter, Samantha. She already has
her grandpa wrapped around her little finger. I hope
every grandkid has the opportunity and takes the time
to enjoy the great outdoors whether it’s fishing, hunting,
camping, hiking, biking or other outdoor activity.
Have a great day on the water, catch a big-un’
and enjoy the spring weather.
Good fishin’ & God Bless,
Tim Huffman, Editor

Story & photos by Darl Black

…Enjoy Success with Only the Bare Essentials

W ith the arrival of May up north,
begins to actually feel like spring.

it
Temperatures are finally warming and
trees are greening up. Although some
anglers have been fishing since the
ice went out, most fisherpersons wait
for pleasant days in May to take to the
waterways. And the species most sought
by May anglers across the northern tier?
Crappies!
While crappies in southern states
have likely completed spawning activities
by the first of May, the crappie spawn in
states around the Great Lakes, in the
Upper Mid-West and New England is
yet to come, with peak bedding ranging
from mid-May to early July.
Of course not every fisherperson
has a boat, or a friend with a boat.
Therefore, lots of anglers fish from the
bank or wade-fish the shallows.
However, simply plopping down in
your chair with a fishing rod and bucket
of minnows at a random spot along the
bank offers no guarantee you will catch
crappies. Here are proactive steps
anglers without a boat can undertake to
improve their catch results.

cover so you need to go the extra mile
to up your catch. Visit your favorite
manmade reservoir during winter draw
down. Sketch a map of cover which can
be accessed from shore but not visible
during spring high water. Possibilities
include stump rows as well as manmade cover like low stake beds, cribs
or brushpiles that are not visible during
normal water levels. Fishing piers likely
have a few scattered cribs or brushpiles
placed within casting distance of the
deck; see if you can locate the tops of
them during low water and make note of
their location in order to cast to them in
May.

“…a slip float has the
advantage for both accuracy
and distance.”
3.
Get off the bank and wade. A
pair of chest waders can get you down
the shoreline to both visible and unseen
shallow cover that anglers stuck on the
bank cannot reach. On some lakes,
water temp may be warm enough to
wet wade in late May, but chest waders
guarantee you get in the water when
fish are biting. If you do not have boat
or kayak, a pair of good waders is a
necessity for the serious crappie angler!

ID Crappie Location
1.
Fish natural visible shallow
cover. You rarely catch springtime
crappies
on
featureless
bottom.
Deadfalls, flooded brush, emerging
pad beds, protruding stumps and dock
pilings are among the most attractive Presentations
cover.
Getting your lure or live minnow
2.
Find shallow unseen cover. close enough to the cover (or right
Every angler will be targeting visible
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into the cover) and at the right
depth is critical. Retrieving a jig
at mid-depth at a very slow speed
is another critical presentation. In
order to properly control your bait
at the correct depth around cover,
there are two basic approaches to
consider.
1.
Long rod dipping. Using
an 8 to 11 foot crappie “jigging”
rod with 8 or 10 pound test line
allows the angler to reach out and
accurately lower a jig alongside
cover or through small openings in
cover to crappies below. This jigdipping presentation is popular in
many regions of the country. Some
northern anglers use an inexpensive
fly rod or old spinning rod. However,
rods built specifically for the
technique by companies like B’n’M
Poles are a better choice. Check out
the 10’ Sam Heaton Jig Pole or the
10.5’ Russ Bailey Signature Series
– both from B’n’M. I spool high-vis
Gamma Optic Yellow Panfish Line
on a small spinning reel. Choose a
plastic jig body that has a tantalizing
shimmy on the drop, plus a strikeinducing action when paused and
shaken. When fishing hard cover
(wood, dock posts, etc.) my favorite
bait is a 2-inch Bobby Garland Slab
Slayer body on a 1/8-ounce Crappie
Pro
Jighead.
However,
when
fishing over emerging grass beds,
I typically use a Bobby Garland
1.5-inch Swim’R Baby Shad or 2” lakes offer wading opportunities that can lead to
Kalin Crappie Tube on a 1/32 or
success, like here at Pymatuning Lake, PA.
1/16-ounce
jighead
suspended
below a bobber.
2.
Bobber
Presentations.
the bait at a precise depth setting and
Use of a bobber or float allows for a reducing the chance of snagging cover.
slow enticing retrieve while keeping Wisconsin crappie guru Matt Bichanich
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FISHING FROM THE SHORE
Wet-wading a hard-to-reach shoreline at
Shenango Lake, PA.
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FISHING FROM THE SHORE
(Sales Manager at Hard & Soft Fishing)
offers his favorite bobber technique.
“Most natural lakes in Wisconsin
and Minnesota have weedy bays off the
main lake. Look for deeper bays with
sharp drops but shallow flats close by,”
explains Bichanich. “Crappies take up
positions hovering above the shallow
submersed grass.
“I rig a 1.75-inch Kalin Crappie Scrub
on a 1/16-ounce Kalin Triple Threat
Jighead, and position a fixed float (a
stick style bobber) on the line above
the jig at the desired depth. Whether
fishing emerging new weeds or remnant
weedbeds from the previous year, you
must position the stick bobber to keep
your jig above the weeds.
“Here’s what I mean. Let’s say
you think the water depth is 5 feet with

weeds coming 2 feet off the bottom. So
I set the bobber so the jig rides at 3 feet
just above the weeds.
“Simply cast out your rig and lightly
shake it back to you. The only time you
turn your reel is to pick up your slack
line. You are allowing the bait to stay
in the strike zone longer and giving
the crappies a chance to react to it.
This works well when the water is still
cold as well as with water temperature
warming towards the spawn. As water
temperature increases you can shake
your rod faster and move your bait
faster depending on the mood of the
fish,” concludes Bichanich.
While a fixed float works well in
many circumstances, a slip float has
the advantage for both accuracy and
distance. With a slip float rig, the bobber
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FISHING FROM THE SHORE
Shore angler’s friend: A slip float
and jig rig providing long distance
casts plus accuracy.
slides down the line to just above
the jig for the cast. This puts
all the weight at the end of the
line and prevents end-over-end
tumbling which occurs with a
fixed float. Therefore, your casts
are more accurate and achieve
greater distance. The drawback
is trying to swim the rig back at
a constant depth as described
above by Matt; with a slip float
the jig will rise to the bobber
when you being a retrieve. So
slip-float fishing from shore is
best for still-fishing a live minnow
or simply shaking a jig in place.
- Darl Black
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2017 Crappie USA Trail
Schedule of Events
Logan Martin, AL
Eufaula, AL
Neely-Henry, AL
Lake of Egypt, IL
Weiss Lake, AL
Ky & Barkley Lakes , TN
Cave Run Lake, KY
Lake Wylie, NC
Lake Cumberland, KY
Old Hickory Lake, TN
Green River Lake, KY
Grand Lk St. Marys, OH
Mississinewa/Salamonie, IN
Lake Shelbyville, IL
Patoka Lake, IN

02/18/17
02/25/17
03/03-04/17
03/10-11/17
03/18/17
03/24-25/17
04/01/17
04/01/17
04/07-08/17
04/15/17
04/21-22/17
04/28-29/17
05/06/17
05/13/17
05/20/17

2017 Crappie USA Classic

Ky & Barkley Lakes , Paris, TN - 10/26-28/17

Crappie USA
2 2 0 Mo h aw k Ave .
L o u i sv i l l e , KY 4 0 2 0 9
502-384-5924

www.crappieusa.com

Cool gear that’s catching!
Mr. Crappie Premium Line
s Low memory; high abrasion resistance
s Special softeners for superb performance
s HiVis, Camo and Clear - 4, 6, 8 and 10 lb.
s Available in Mega Spool and Mega Bulk

Mr. Crappie Spinning Reels
s Strong graphite body and rotor
s Double anodized aluminum spool
s Zero Reverse one-way clutch

Mr. Crappie Slab Shaker Rods
s Premium graphite blanks s Lightweight EVA grips s Aluminum oxide guides

Mr. Crappie Slab Shaker Spinning Combo
s Smooth 2-ball bearing system
s Thin, compact gear box
s Pre-spooled with Mr. Crappie HiVis line
s Graphite composite rods with split grip handle

www.mrcrappie.com

HOW TO?

Crappie NOW How To May
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Crappie Basics

Crappie Basics #137

May Postspawn Crappie

It’s common knowledge that crappie are stressed and not actively feeding
immediately following the spawn. They need to rest and recuperated. The
good news is the negative feeding doesn’t last long. Within a week or two
the crappie are hungry and can be caught. Mr. Crappie pro staffer, Greg
Mathenia, says the fish will be pulled out to about six or seven feet of water
on his home waters, Kentucky Lake. He says the six foot range is a good
place to start but pay attention because fish may be as deep as ten feet.
They will stay in that range for 30 to 45 days until the water warms and they
move toward summer spots.
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By Tim Huffman

T
his issue discusses the “professional” title, winning a classic and winning
Angler Team of the Year. Our series experts include Darrell VanVactor, General
Manager of Crappie USA; Mike Vallentine, President and Owner of Crappie Masters;
Matt Morgan, Co-Owner of the American Crappie Trail; and tournament fishermen.
Who is a pro fisherman?
Few, if any, fishermen make a living
fishing tournaments, so what is a pro? A fulltime guide definitely qualifies. A fisherman
who makes his living fishing tournaments,
but I don’t know of an angler doing that in
crappie fishing. So what about the term
“pro fishermen” that is toss around a lot?
Fishermen give their ideas.
Jim Westerberg, Arkansas, says, “I
believe if you have sponsorship it shows you
obviously have experience, have contact
with the public promoting your sponsors
and are at some level a pro.”
Todd Huckabee, a full-time guide
in Oklahoma says, “I’m a pro. No income
except from crappie fishing.”
Kevin Rogers from Missouri, 2016
Angler Team of the Year, and sponsored by
Missouri Soybeans, says, “I’ve got a fulltime job. I fish for a hobby so I am not a
professional.”
Jonathan Sheridan, Ky Lake, says,
“It can be somebody who does respectable
in the sport and goes out of their way to
help others. A true pro is a sportsman and
respectful of the sport.”
Bart Gillon, Tennessee, tournament
fishermen, owner of Rod Safe, says, “I
believe it is a person who has established
himself either on a local or national level and
is a good fisherman. It’s a person someone
can go to and ask for advice. You don’t have
to be in a wrapped boat, sponsored or on
a tournament trail because it’s deeper than
that.”

From the previous quotes, there is no
one clear-cut definition of a crappie pro.
Winning the Classic
VanVactor says if a winning team will
take advantage of the opportunity they can
help support their fishing for many years
to come. The key is for them to align with
products they are comfortable with using
and communicate to those sponsors how
the team can help them sell more products.
Winning a classic opens doors for a team
to advance themselves, fish more and
different places and have support doing it.
Vallentine says, “Winning a National
Championship means a lot because it means
the team beat the largest and best field of

“…winning the AOY shows
fishermen have fished a
variety of techniques on a
variety of lakes.”
fishermen gathered at one lake, at one
time, fishing one tournament. The winner is
the champ of the biggest tournament of the
year.”
Morgan says, “I’ve won two classics.
These tournaments are ones that everyone
wants to win because it’s against the best
fishermen in the country. There are many
good fishermen who have not won a
classic.”
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Charlie Bunting has won both
Crappie USA and Crappie Masters Classic
Championships. He says, “Winning the
classic is the ultimate of titles. It’s like the
championship race in auto racing. Like the
SuperBowl in football. You have to beat
the best of the best so to win a classic is
special. The second I walked off stage after
the first classic win I was asked if I would
be pro staff for a company. So winning gets
your foot in the door.
“It’s also important that fishermen
know that sponsorships help you fish more
but they are jobs. For everything I get from
a sponsor I have to give them that much
or more back in time and sales. Done
correctly, a fisherman receives benefits
and the company sells products.”

The American Crappie Trail having fun
with the media event. They are including
TV and live feeds of their tournaments.
Bunting says, “The Angler of the Year
is another milestone that in some ways is
harder to win than a classic. You have to
fish multiple lakes and do consistently well.”
Winning Angler Team of the Year
Crappie USA, Darrell VanVactor “This
means as much or more to many fishermen
because it means that the team was the
most consistent team on multiple lakes
fishing multiple techniques. No luck involved
with AOY like there can be by winning one
tournament. Therefore, it is a big honor. A
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The Future of Crappie Tournaments

A tournament fish taken during the A.C.T.
D’Arbonne, Louisiana tournament. Their
Classic is scheduled for October 18-21.
team can use that to help themselves with
sponsors. We’ve tried to give the fishermen
who have the financial ability and time to
fish more events and an award to recognize
them for being successful. Our points are
changing to bigger and better in 2017.
Everyone who fishes will be eligible. Our
points system will not kick someone out of
the running if they have a bad tournament.”
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The Future of Crappie Tournaments

Vallentine has made it easy to see
Crappie Master’s view of the importance of
AOY. The 2017 winner will receive $25,000
cash plus a set of Power Poles. The tops
six teams will share $65,000 in cash. These
monies have never been seen in crappie
points systems.
“Some view Angler Team of the Year
as being more important than winning the
national championship tournament,” says
Vallentine. “There seems to be emphasis
on winning the tournament, but winning the
AOY shows fishermen have fished a variety
of techniques on a variety of lakes. It’s a
good measure of who the best fishermen
in the country are due to their consistency
that takes most of the luck factor out of the
equation.”
Morgan says, “Winning the classic
means a fisherman has prepared but he
also had a lot of luck. AOY is different. It
removes most of the luck factor and is also
something many serious fishermen want
to win. Our ACT AOY will receive a new
Ranger boat. Both the AOY and Classic
champs can get sponsors if they want to
work toward that but it’s not for everyone.”

Crappie Masters Grenada spring
tournament with some big slabs being
displayed. This trail has been in operation
for over a decade with the 2017 National
Championship scheduled in September 2023 at Greenville, MS, Lake Washington and
nearby oxbows.

- Tim Huffman
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Q: Why do you like one-pole fishing?
Brandon

Jennings,

LA,

tournament fisherman. “Singlepole fishing is how I learned. It’s about feeling the bite. When
he hits I’m going to put a crick in his neck. Single-pole is about
t h e a d d i c t i o n t o t h e t h u m p t h a t y o u c a n ’ t f e e l i n t h e r o d h o l d e r. ”

Charles Bunting, MO, tournament fisherman. “The thump.
When you feel every fish you catch, feel the fish suck it
in. It’s an easy technique and the thump is everything.”
Greg Mathenia, KY Lake, tournament fisherman. “I single-pole fish

a lot and it’s my favorite technique. I learned about 20 years ago fishing
w i t h m y f a t h e r - i n - l a w. S p i d e r r i g g i n g w a s n ’ t p o p u l a r t h e n . I h a v e t h e 3 6 0
and can find the beds and stakes and just to up there and catch fish.”

D a v i d To w n s e n d , M O , t o u r n a m e n t f i s h e r m a n . “ I s i n g l e - p o l e w i t h

artificial baits only and it’s just more of a fun challenge than using
natural baits. I love the thump. I love the feel of a fish trying to rip the
rod out of my hand and destroy the bait. There is no other technique
that gives the adrenaline of the thump.”

J o s h G o w a n , M O , t o u r n a m e n t f i s h e r m a n , w i n n e r o f 2 0 1 7 A . C . T.

D’Arbonne tournament, owner of Prefish Gear for crappie fishermen.
“The thump is obviously fun when single-pole fishing, but even when
t h e f i s h a r e h i t t i n g l i g h t , t h e i d e a o f o n e - o n - o n e c o m b a t i s g o o d . Yo u
are going into a fish’s home. Especially when the crappie are not
active, you are dropping something down on top of his head and it’s
something between you and him. The challenge is awesome: when
the bite is tough, you can’t see them suck it in, it’s hard to set the
hook because limbs are overhead and you’ve got the pole stuck in as
far as you can get it, that’s the ultimate challenge.”
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New Illinois Crappie Record

R
yan Povolish of Carbondale and Josh
Jackson of Cobden never intended to go crappie

fishing at Kinkaid Lake on Tuesday, March 28.
They had planned to bass fish. Those plans
were put on hold momentarily when another angler
asked Jackson for assistance in locating a crappie
spot. After probing the weed bed unsuccessfully for
crappie, Polovish picked up a bass rod.
He cast a Strike King chatter bait toward some
weeds in about six feet of water when he felt that familiar tug on the line. However, neither he nor Jackson could believe their eyes when a huge crappie
surfaced.
The black crappie officially weighed in at 4
pounds and 8.8 ounces, narrowly eclipsing a state
record (4-8.2 set at Rend Lake) that had stood for
nearly 40 years.
“I probably took about five casts and thought
I had hooked a bass honestly,” Polovish said. “Josh
actually reached down and grabbed it and threw it in
the boat. That’s something I’ll never forget.
“The first thing that went through my mind was
I have a crappie to put on the wall. I was just talking
to my brother-in-law a couple months ago about how

pretty his is on the wall.”
The pair remained in disbelief even after a
nearby fisherman provided scales to weigh the fish.
“It weighed 4 pounds, 10 ounces and I said,
‘Man your scale is broke,’” Jackson said. “I weighed it
again and it weighed 4-10 again.”
By that time, Jackson was thinking his buddy might have broken the state record. Luke Estel,
Jackson’s regular fishing partner, brought a scale
to the boat dock and that scale indicated 4 pounds,
9 ounces. A short time later, Shawn Hirst, an Illinois
Department of Natural Resources fisheries biologist,
arrived on the scene with a certified scale. Officially,
the fish checked in at 4-8.8.
“It was just kind of a, just didn’t believe it type
feeling,” Jackson said. “He (Hirst) weighed it three
times and got the same weight each time.
Local IDNR officials received word Wednesday morning that the fish is indeed a new state record.
The fish is still alive. The crappie is now swimming safely and on display at Bass Pro Shops in
Peoria.
(Compliments of Southern Illinoisan,
www.thesouthern.com, Les Winkeler)
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Story & photos by Greg McCain

S

impler can be better even in
the world of crappie fishing. Advanced
tactics, advanced electronics, and
advanced accessories are the norm
among serious crappie fishermen. Yet,
more advanced does not always translate
to more effective.
Cork-and-minnow fishing has been
a staple among crappie fishermen. Pure
cork-and-minnow
presentations
are
seldom used in tournament competition.
In normal situations, trolling and other
strategies more efficiently cover water
and catch more fish.
Those occasions arise, however,
when one of the oldest forms of crappie
fishing finds a place among tournament
techniques. Georgia tournament pro
Scott Williams practices has used the
cork and minnow sparingly but effectively
in competition and also regularly for fun
fishing with his family and friends.
Williams and his father, Billy, form a
highly competitive team, winning the 2015
Bass Pro Shops Crappie Masters Angler
Team of the Year title and also claiming
the top prize at the 2016 Crappie Masters
Alabama State Championship on the
upper Alabama River and Lake Jordan,
the final impoundment on the Coosa.
Known for using a wide array of tactics,
the team maintains an open mind about
oft-ignored tournament techniques.
“A lot of times we over think things,”
he said. “We’ve gotten so advanced that
we tend to ignore the simpler things. At
times, we just need to go back to the old
cork and minnow.”
One such occasion takes Williams
back to a local tournament on Lake
Blackshear near Cordele, GA, in 2013.
Because Blackshear is located less than
an hour from his home in Cochran, GA,
Williams fishes the lake regularly and

The most basic of crappie catching systems
is a float, sinker, hook and minnow.
knows when trolling techniques perform
best and when he needs to resort to
something else.
“Normally when I cork-and-minnow
fish, it’s in the springtime when the fish
are bedding,” Williams said. “We actually
won a tournament on Lake Blackshear a
couple of years ago using this method.”
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CORK-AND-MINNOW
Blackshear is a Flint River
impoundment full of cypress trees.
With a shiner-baited hook, split shot,
and slip cork, Williams targeted
crappie spawning tight against the
base of cypress trees.
“I had it set where I could flip
underneath those cypress limbs at
the exact depth that I wanted to
fish, about 2½ foot deep,” he said.
“I would flip under those limbs and
right up against the base of those
trees just like you would flip a jig up
under there at times.”
Williams further explained that
the cork-and-minnow set-up was
far more efficient and effective than
attempting to get a jig in just the
right place. He used a 10-foot B’n’M
Buck’s Graphite Jig Pole to place his
bait exactly where it needed to be.
The tournament winnings confirmed
what he already knew; cork-andminnow fishing remains one of
the best possible approaches to
catching slabs if the conditions are
right.
“It worked well,” Williams said.
“I would flip it under there and let it
set. If the fish were there, the cork
never settled.” Williams said the
positioning of the crappie dictated
an exact bait placement.
“It has to be something of a
specialized situation,” Williams said.
“Especially if the fish are spawning and
there are a lot of limbs where I can’t get
my spider-rigging rods right up against
that tree, that’s when I will revert to a
cork and minnow.”
Like the technique, the accessories
are rather simple. Williams favors the
10-foot BGJP pole, which also comes
in various other lengths up to 16 foot
if needed. He attaches Spiderwire
10-pound braid to the tip, slides a bobber
stopper and cork up the line, pinches on
a #5 split shot about a foot above the
hook, and ties on a #2 gold Eagle Claw.
“I want to use as small of a cork as
possible that will still float the minnow,”

Scott Williams displays the results of a
properly fished slip-float minnow rig.
Williams said. “I don’t like plastic corks; I
want real cork. I use the braid because I
can pull everything free without breaking
off.”
He normally baits with shiners 1½ to
2 inches, which Williams said catch more
and bigger fish for him than tuffies. The
tuffies are at times the only thing available
in the summer months, however.
“I don’t know. It might be just in the
head, but I feel like I have caught bigger
fish and bigger stringers on the shiners,”
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CORK-AND-MINNOW

Williams said. “They will both catch fish.
But if I had a choice, I would take the
shiners even though the tuffies are a
little hardier and live longer in the heat
of summer.”
The cork-and-minnow rig can be
used around various types of wood
structure, including stumps, laydowns,
and dock posts. “Aside from a standing
tree with extended limbs, probably the
best type of wood structure for the cork
and minnow is a blowdown,” Williams
said. “You can drop that minnow down
among the different limbs and work over
an area really well, places where you
wouldn’t be able to get into with your
spider rigging.”
Williams said he also occasionally
uses the cork and minnow around bridge
pilings but an even better alternative is
grass. He takes advantage of crappie’s
preference for grassy spawning areas or
those places with a combination of grass
and wood, areas that can’t be fished
properly with other techniques.

Placing the float rig in the right spots is the
first key to catching fish. Both visible and
submerged covers can be great.
Generally, Williams drops the minnow into
holes in the grass, much like dropping
one in the openings between the limbs
of a laydown. But when he fishes a grass
lake, Williams makes sure he stows a
unique tool in the boat, one probably
never referenced in a crappie article.
“You’re going to think I’m crazy, but
I will take a potato rake. “Williams said.
“I’ve got a long extension handle on it.
If there’s a grass mat floating out there,
I will dig me a hole with that rake. I’ve
done it many times.”
A potato rake is about 6 inches wide
with 3 or 4 tines that curve downward.
With a handle that extends out to about
10 feet, the tool is ideal for creating just
the right amount of space to make a
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CORK-AND-MINNOW
grass mat fishable.
“People will think I’m crazy, that it will
spook the fish, but I will dig that hole
and drop a minnow in,” Williams said. “It
might spook them just for a second, but
once everything settles down, they will
come right back.
“Sometimes those grass mats are
four or five inches thick, but I can dig
a hole up to about 10 inches across or
at least big enough to slip a minnow
through.”
In a normal day, Williams approaches
likely locations using his trolling motor. A
quiet approach and the length of the pole
allow him to avoid spooking the crappie.
In the rare times when he detects that he
is scaring fish away from their holding
area, he replaces the trolling motor with
a plastic push pole and exchanges the
long B’n’M pole with a spinning rig.
“I can tell if I am spooking them
too much because they will short strike
or they will pull loose too easily when I
catch them,” he said.
His choice of spinning gear is a
6-foot B’n’M Sharphooter rod – the same
one he uses to shoot docks – and a reel
spooled with 6- or 8-pound clear Stren
mono. Otherwise the set-up is the same
as used with the longer pole.
“I’ll back off a little bit and cast for
them,” Williams said.
“Normally, I do use my trolling motor,”
he said. “But I will cut my electronics
off; I don’t want any pinging that might
possibly spook the fish. I will try not to
use the livewell pumps. As crazy as that
might sound, that pump puts off a little
bit of vibration and those fish can feel
it. I truly believe that, especially when I
think I’m around big fish.
“I don’t like to move around in the
boat, make a lot of waves, or even talk
much if I’m fishing a tournament. You’re
in shallow water and water amplifies
noise. I try not to move or drop anything.
In general, I try to be as stealthy as
possible.”
Later in the year, Williams said the
cork-and-minnow rig remains a tool in

his arsenal, especially when he is fun
fishing for crappie in deeper brush. The
technique is one that he favors when he
takes his own family fishing.
“I’ve got little girls, an 8-year-old
and a 4-year-old who love to fish,” he
said. “When the crappie load up on brush
in the summer, I will take them out there,
anchor my boat alongside the brushpile,

“…cork-and-minnow fishing is
still one of the best techniques
to put fish in the boat.”
and use the same set up that I use in the
spring time except I might set my depth
at 8 or 10 feet. I let them pitch that cork
up there on top of that brush.”
In similar conditions in a tournament,
Williams said he would normally be spider
rigging to get more baits in the target
area. However, the use of minnows is just
another part of the appeal for youngsters
who are first learning to fish.
“I don’t know anything better,” he
said. “They don’t have to cast. They
don’t get hung up that much. It eliminates
some of the frustration associated with
casting.”
Regardless
of
the
situation,
Williams said the cork-and-minnow rig
remains a legitimate option, even for
advanced tournament anglers. “We live
in a technological world. You can’t get
away from it, and I’m like anyone else. I
use the technology to help my fishing.
“But many times, and especially in
the spring when these fish spawn, corkand-minnow fishing is still one of the best
techniques to put fish in the boat. You
can’t ignore it. If you do, you will miss out
on some of the best fishing available.”
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- By Greg McCain

HOW TO?

BnM How To May
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Go Fishing With The B’n’M Pros.

Sam Heaton’s 7-Foot Super-Sensitive

The SHSS72n is a spinning rod with the same sensitivity and feel of the
jig pole series. Improvements include Dyna-Flo guides for smooth line
retrieval,and a cork knob handle for outstanding balance and feel.
Historically one of the most popular rods on the water, the SHSS72n is
still supple, strong and sensitive.

FISHING

Whitey Outlaw DOUBLE DUTY

Get back to “Fishing The Basics” with Whitey Outlaw. This MediumAction rod is for big heavy hybrid bream, monster shellcrackers & any
size crappie. It’s perfectly balanced with a comfortable foam handle
for all-day fishing - no reel needed! It features a tough & lightweight
Graphite Blank, and one tip eyelet, with one reinforced Tie Down Guide.

BNM POLE COMPANY • P.O. BOX 231, WEST POINT, MS 39773
WWW.BNMPOLES.COM • 800-647-6363 • WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/BNMPOLES
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Crappie Basics

Crappie Basics #138

UV & Dyes

Spike-It UV spray actually brightens up your bait so fish can
see it easier. The spray is aerosol so it flies away and won’t stick
on your boat. Obviously, you don’t want to spray it into the wind or
you’ll smell like garlic all day.
Concerning Spike-It dyes, fishermen often don’t use it because
they worry about staining their carpet. It’s been spilled in carpets
and in about two weeks the UV rays will totally break it down.
Fishermen do not have to worry about those dyes. The d yes are
an excellent way to quickly change the color of a bait. --Harold
Neeley
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Story From the :National Professional Anglers Association, NPAA

Attend Wisconsin Fishing Expo Learn the Fishing Basics

M
arch 24, 2017. Recently, Learn 2
Fish US Certified Angler Educator, Greg

Karch, and Karen Karch, shared their
passion for fishing through hosting two
fishing seminars at the Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel Sport Show. Greg presented his
Fishing Basics seminar right next to Lake
Milwaukee which had a boat, pontoon and
long with a few kayaks. The families were
so excited to learn all the skills needed
for fishing which included safety.

Learn to Fish With Us Educates
the Third Graders to the sport of fishing.
Fish with US Certified Angler Educator,
Greg Karch, NPAA Member #138, hosted
a fishing seminar to introduce Westside
Elementary third graders to the sport of
fishing. “How fast does your boat go?
What is the biggest fish he has caught?
What was his favorite food? All important
questions to know from someone who
shares his boat with others.
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by Jonny Hawkins
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Quickie Crappie with a Side and Dessert
We’re having a simple meal of crappie fillets, smashed potatoes with banana
bread for dessert. It contains my favorite three food groups: fish, fat and sugar. The
sugar part comes in a fruit. Gotta be good for you!
Quickie Crappies for Two
4-6 crappie fillets
Salt & pepper to taste
2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoon extra virgin olive oil
1 lemon, sliced wedges
Season fillets with salt and pepper to taste. Add butter and olive oil to a medium
hot skillet until the butter turns brown and bubbles Add fish and cook for about 3
minutes on each side until golden brown or flakes. Serve with lemon wedges, if you like
that sort of thing.
Cook’s Country magazine generously emailed me a few of their recipes. Here are
two, smashed potatoes and banana bread, to round out our meal. Cook’s Country is my
favorite TV cooking show and they also have a terrific web site. I like the science and
their efforts to test ways to create the best tasting foods.
Smashed Potatoes
2 pounds Red Bliss potatoes, (about 2 inches in diameter), unpeeled and scrubbed
Salt
1 bay leaf
4 tablespoons salted butter, melted and warm
1/2 cup cream cheese, (4 ounces) at room temperature
Ground black pepper
3 tablespoons fresh chives, chopped, (optional)
White potatoes can be used instead of Red Bliss, but their skins lack the rosy
color of Red Bliss skins. Try to get potatoes of equal size. Place potatoes in large
saucepan and cover with 1 inch cold water then add 1 teaspoon salt and bay leaf.
Bring to boil over high heat, then reduce heat to medium-low and simmer gently until
paring knife can be easily inserted into potatoes. Reserve 1/2 cup cooking water; then
drain potatoes. Return potatoes to pot, discard bay leaf and allow potatoes to stand
in pot, uncovered, until surfaces are dry. While potatoes dry, whisk melted butter and
softened cream cheese in medium bowl until smooth and fully incorporated. Add 1/4
cup of reserved cooking water, 1/2 teaspoon pepper, chives and 1/2 teaspoon salt.
Smash potatoes enough to break skins. Fold in butter/cream cheese mixture until most
of liquid has been absorbed and chunks of potatoes remain. Add more cooking water 1
tablespoon at a time as needed, until potatoes are slightly looser than desired (potatoes
will thicken slightly with standing). Adjust seasonings with salt and pepper. Best when
made just before serving.
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QUICKIE CRAPPIE WITH A SIDE AND DESSERT
TIP: The best time to buy olive oil is just as the new season hits the markets in early
winter.
Banana Bread
Use only very ripe, heavily speckled
(or even black) bananas – they contain
more fructose (This is the sweet part;
fruit sugar). You can use five frozen
bananas because they release a lot
of liquid naturally, so you can bypass
microwaving and go directly into the
fine-mesh strainer. Do not use a thawed
banana for the topping; it’ll be too soft
to slice. Cook’s Country recipe calls for
loaf pan that measures 8½ by 4½ inches
but you use a 9 by 5-inch loaf pan, start
checking for doneness five minutes
earlier than advised in the recipe.
1 3/4 cups (8 3/4 ounces) unbleached all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoon table salt
5 large very ripe bananas (about 2 1/4 pounds), peeled
8 tablespoons (1 stick) unsalted butter, melted and cooled slightly
2 large eggs
3/4 cup (5 1/4 ounces) packed light brown sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1/2 cup walnuts, toasted and coarsely chopped (optional)
1 ripe banana for topping
2 teaspoons granulated sugar
Place oven rack to middle position and pre-heat to 350 degrees. Spray loaf pan
with nonstick cooking spray. Whisk flour, baking soda and salt together in large bowl.
Place 5 bananas in microwave-safe bowl, cover with plastic wrap and cut several
steam vents in plastic. Microwave on high power until bananas are soft and have
released their liquid, about 5 minutes. Transfer bananas to fine-mesh strainer placed
over medium bowl and allow to drain, stirring occasionally. You should have 1/2 to 3/4
cup liquid. Transfer liquid to medium saucepan and cook over medium-high heat until
reduced to 1/4 cup. Remove from heat, stir reduced liquid into bananas and mash with
potato masher until fairly smooth. Whisk in butter, eggs, brown sugar and vanilla. Pour
banana mixture into flour mixture and stir until just combined with some streaks of flour
remaining. Gently fold in walnuts (optional). Scrape batter into prepared loaf pan. Slice
remaining banana diagonally into 1/4-inch thick slices. Shingle banana slices on top
of both sides of loaf leaving 1 1/2-inch-wide space down center to ensure even dough
rise. Sprinkle granulated sugar evenly over loaf. Bake until toothpick inserted in center
of loaf comes out clean. Cool bread in pan on wire rack 15 minutes, then remove loaf
from pan and continue to cool on wire rack. Serve warm or at room temperature.
TIP: Replace your non-stick skillet if your scrambled eggs don’t slide off the pan if you
don’t use oil or butter.
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Tournament Results

MARCH 18th

CRAPPIE ANGLERS OF TEXAS
LAKE BELTON

DIVISION 1
1. Ken Gaby/Todd Box
2. Clay Gann/Todd Froebe
3. Bill Muntz/Bryan Tulius
4. Paul Obier/George Nelson
5. Bob McAffrey/Gerald Skidmore

11.04
10.27
9.42
9.35
8.8

BIG FISH
1. Ken Gaby/Todd Box
DIVISION 2
1. Max Jordan/Melvin Chupik/Hayden
Brown
2. Ricky Griffin/Truston Hibdon
3. Eric Walker/Kelly Satterwhite
4. Jamsa David/Steven Shield
5. Chris Emery/Clinton Nunley

1.96

9.2
9.19
9.13
8.42
8.11

BIG FISH
1. Max Jordan/Melvin Chupik/Hayden
Brown

MARCH 24th - 25th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.86

CAROLINA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION
DADIN/TILLERY LAKES

Hawkins/McGuirt
Perrel/Perrel
Lundy/Cisernos
Danque
Quann/Grimm

20.7
19
18.97
18.93
18.55

BIG FISH
1. Perrel/Perrel

2.65
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Tournament Results
MARCH 24th - 25th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CRAPPIE MASTERS
GRENADA LAKE

David Cox/Steve Hockett
Paul Turner/Elizabeth Turner
Jeremy Aldridge/Clint Egbert
Dan Hudgens/Bruce Christian
David Kingsmore/Lisa Kingsmore

32.98
31.75
31.06
31.01
30.97

BIG FISH
1. David Cox/Steve Hockett

3.4

MALE/FEMALE
1. Paul Turner/Elizabeth Turner

31.75

ADULT/YOUTH
1. Don Brooks/Dylan Brown

MARCH 24th - 25th

12.16

CRAPPIE USA
KENTUCKY/BARCLAY LAKES

AMATEUR DIVISION
1. Brett Luther/Robert Luther
2. TJ Todd/Brian Hatch
3. Jimmy Sanford/Lance Harrington
4. Arnold Patterson/Kenny Patterson
5. Cody England/Brent Williams

21.1
18.64
18.39
17.16
17.12

PRO DIVISION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Richard Hughes/George Hughes
Glen Woodard/Richard williams
Ronnie Capps/Steve Coleman
Henry Haley/Jo Haley
Shane Moore/John Eubanks

26.36
22.27
21.63
20.86
19.69

BIG FISH
1. Richard Hughes/George Hughes

3.22
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Tournament Results
MARCH 25th

CRAPPIENUTZ
LAKE HARDING

1. Brian Hyde/Chris Hyde
2. Lamar Young/Justin Church
3. Clint Shipman

MARCH 25th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

8.4
8.06
7.65

EAST TENNESSEE
WATTS BAR LAKE

Darren Caughron/Matt Xenos
Kelly Barnett/Hayden Barnett
Neal Alvis/Scott Bunch
Matt White/Ron Everett
Eddie Justice

13.19
13.13
10.72
7.92
7.86

BIG FISH
1. Darren Caughron/Matt Xenos

MARCH 25th
1.
2.
3.
4.

2.37

HOI CRAPPIE CLUB
CLINTON LAKE

Nest/Reynolds
Steve Zehr
Tradeau/Tradeau
Wrage/Stoll

14.4
14
13.3
9.8

BIG FISH
1. Goodbrake/Goodbrake

MARCH 25th
1.
2.
3.
4.

SPRINGFIELD CRAPPIE CLUB
LAKE SANGCHRIS

Arick Clark/Kyle Gehrs
Jerry Jallas/Carlo Catalano
Raymond Loveall/Scott Phillips
Randy Cox/Gregg Correll

MARCH 26th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.4

8.44
8.21
8.14
7.9

CENTRAL ILLINOIS
CLINTON LAKE

Humphrey/Humphrey
Holzner/Stoddard
Trudeau/Trudeau
Zehr/Nugent
Wilcox/Sharp

5.65
5.61
5.39
5.26
5.22

BIG FISH
1. Holzner/Stoddard

1.28
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Tournament Results
MARCH 31st - APRIL 1st
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

AMERICAN CRAPPIE TRAIL
LAKE D’ARBONNE

Josh Gowin/Alex Rude
Tim Blackley/Jackie Vancleave
Bob Robinson/Paul Turner
George Parker/Tim Eberly
Kyle Schoenherr/Rodney/Newhaus

24
23.91
23.64
23.55
23.28

BIG FISH
1. Tony Edgar/Travis Lepley

APRIL 1st
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.39

EASTERN MISSOURI
MARK TWAIN

Tim Gerner/Don McGuire
Mike Wehde/Tim Besselman
Shane Capple/Jesse Shoemake
Mike Meyer
Kenny Massman/Darren Orf

6.03
6.02
5.84
5.54
5.47

BIG FISH
1. Tim Gerner/Don McGuire

APRIL 1ST
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.18

INDIANA SLAB MASTERS
PATOKA LAKE

Doug Laake/Ryan Rohl
Royce Glick/Don Glick
Jim/Rob Raymer
Durel/Greg Nichols
Bret Cunningham/Keith Lucas

8.63
5.39
4.3
4.04
3.85

BIG FISH
1. Jim/Rob Raymer

APRIL 1st

1.94

SHOALS CRAPPIE
LAKE GUNTERSVILLE

1. Kevin McCarley/Rick Robinson
2. Jimmy McCarley/David McCarley
3. Jeff Harris/Clarence Harris

13.85
13.73
12.24

BIG FISH
1. Joe Lambert

APRIL 1st

2.31

CRAPPIE NUTZ
LAKE EUFAULA

1. Ken Mcnelly/Merilee Templeton
2. Kevin Lee/Ricky Thomas

7.39
6.2
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Tournament Results
3. Gary Clancy/Ritchie Bell

6.14

BIG FISH
1. Tate Thomas

APRIL 1st

1.56

CRAPPIE ANGLERS OF TEXAS
LAKE FORK

1. Ed Rathbun
2. Clay Gann
3. George Nelson
4. Willie Scott
5. Chris Coffman
JR ANGLER/10 and under
1. Mason Tucker
2. Langdon Froebe
3. Aurora Carrigan
JR ANGLER 11 - 17
1. Nicholas Goncalves
2. Bow Gates
3. Matt Hancock

APRIL 2nd
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.93
2.75
2.63
2.55
2.55
1.9
1.21
1.18
2.02
1.83
1.77

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
LAKE OF EGYPT

Hess/Lutchrn
Drury/Onhahiser
Bennett/Hawson
Wehner/Wehner
Cox/Casen

11.61
10.97
9.97
9.79
9.01

BIG FISH
1. Bennett/Hawson

APRIL 7th - 8th

2.32

CRAPPIE USA
LAKE CUMBERLAND

AMATEUR DIVISION
1. Joseph Aaron/Wm Paul Aaron
2. Will Rogers/Eric Kersey
3. Justin Creech/Ezekiel Reynolds
4. Raymond W Wright/Larry Buis
5. Ben Garland/Barry Turpin
PRO DIVISION
1. Kris Mann/Terry Mann
2. Jason Koesters/Jake Hengstler
3. David Jones/Corey Thomas

23.69
23.63
22.63
22.53
22.2
24.29
22.32
22.22
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Tournament Results
4. Tracy Farmer
5. Randy J Pope/Steven Deitz

20.79
16.46

BIG FISH
1. Travis Neal/Randy Neal

APRIL 8th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.74

CENTRAL ALABAMA
LAKE MITCHELL

Jason Threadgill/Brandon Threadgill
Jared Gilbert/Eric Cagle
Alex Johnson/Jenni Johnson
Maurice Greggory/Aaron Knight
Wase McDonald/Mary McDonald

11.2
11.06
10.85
10.09
9.95

BIG FISH
1. Jared Gilbert/Eric Cagle
YOUTH
1. Wyatt Phillips

APRIL 8th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.96
7.25

CRAPPIE MASTERS
LAKE FORK

Chad Nugent/John Wood
Wally Marshall/Jeff Heuman
David Cox/Steve Hockett
Jackie Linton/Holly Linton
Marty Snider/Jackie Albin

14.37
14.37
13.82
13.35
13.23

BIG FISH
1. Chad Nugent/John Wood

3.3

MALE/FEMALE
1. Jackie Linton/Holly Linton

13.35

ADULT/YOUTH
1. Riley Rawls Reese Rawls

APRIL 8th

2.9

CRAPPIENUTZ
LAKE BLACKSHEAR

1. Brian Hyde/Chris Hyde
2. Lamar Young/Justin Church
3. Clint Shipman

APRIL 8th

8.4
8.06
7.65

FLORIDA CRAPPIE CLUB
ST JOHNS RIVER

1. George Parker/Tim Eberly
2. Alan Bates Sr/Alan Bates JR

13.3
12.3
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Tournament Results
3. Ricky Williams
4. Darryl Cole/Terri Cole

11.6
10.4

BIG FISH
1. George Parker/Tim Eberly

2.23

SPRINGFIELD CRAPPIE CLUB

APRIL 8th
1.
2.
3.
4.

LAKE SPRINGFIELD

Mike Rockford
Brandon Wagner/Brian Bentley
Ken Kuchat/Jared Kucher
Ken Barlow/John Henton

6.34
6.23
6.11
5.97

BIG FISH
1. Carlo Catalano/Jerry Jallas

1.14

MAGNOLIA CRAPPIE CLUB

APRIL 8th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BARNETT RESERVOIR

Sid Steen/Scott Steen
Paula Nowell/Michael Nowell
Cole Stewart/Terry Stewart
Phil Brown/Nolan Beck
Derick Adams/Barry Cannon

14.53
13.84
13.79
13.57
13.55

NORTHEAST OHIO CRAPPIE CLUB

APRIL 8th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BERLIN LAKE

Brian/Eric
Shawn/Jeff
John/Andy
Robert/Spike
Kyle/Tim

4.4
3.14
3.1
3.07
2.7

BIG FISH
1. Robert/Spike

1.48

CHATTANOOGA CRAPPIE CLUB

APRIL 9th

CHESTER FROST

1. Jim Minor/David East
2. Mike Johnston/Allison Schalk Johnston/
Connie
3. Brian Howard/Tina Howard

8.37
7.96
7.94

BIG FISH
1. David Cordell

1.71
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Tournament Results

APRIL 9th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

GRAND LAKES

Mark Puthoff/Mike Shroyer
Jack Ray/Josh Fuerst
Jack Hartings/Nick Pleiman
Joe Vanover/Jamie Longsworth
Jeff Tobin/John Andreoni

APRIL 9th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

GRAND LAKES CRAPPIE SERIES

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
KINCAID LAKE

Wehner/Stewart
Bennett/Hawson
Hess/Lutchen
Bauched/Juyder
Dial/Dixon

6.62
6.21
6.14
6.09
6.09

BIG FISH
1. Hess/Lutchen

APRIL 15th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.59

CENTRAL ARKANSAS
LAKE OVERCUP/BREWER

Chris Chandler/Kyle Dines
Lamar Bunting
Dustin Harris/Kelley Graham
Chris Head/Hunter Collie
Scott Black/John Williams

13.62
12.14
11.11
10.37
10.36

BIG FISH
1. Chris Chandler/Kyle Dines

APRIL 15th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.47

CRAPPIE MASTERS
LAKE OF THE OZARKS

Brad Ruyle/Reggie Reidinger
Tony Edgar/Travis Lepley
Barry Morrow/Chad Maupin
David Cox/Steve Hockett
Jackie Linton/Holly Linton

10.38
10.09
9.94
9.48
9.39

BIG FISH
1. Cory Batterson/Dianne Stevens
2. Tony Edgar/Travis Lepley

1.98
1.98

MALE/FEMALE
1. Jackie Linton/Holly Linton

9.39

ADULT/YOUTH
1. Travis Bullocl/Keegan Bullock

7.2
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Tournament Results
APRIL 15th

CRAPPIE USA
OLD HICKORY LAKE

AMATEUR DIVISION
1. Dewayne McCord/Robert McCord
2. Johnny Clary/Kim Clary
3. William Snyder/Karen Snyder
4. Rodney Talley/John Baker
5. Jay Johnson/Mary Johnson

9.23
9.15
8.55
8.2
8.16

PRO DIVISION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Harold Maddux/Brian Oldham
Larry Clark
Shawn Gore/Joey Peck
Austin Blakely/Daniel Harper
Tim Ridley/Chuck Sisson

12.1
10.43
9.67
9.24
9.22

BIG FISH
1. Harold Maddux/Brian Oldham

APRIL 15th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.04

EAST TENNESSEE CRAPPIR CLUB
DOUGLAS LAKE

Scott Bunch/Neal Alvis
Tim Smith/Ed Justice
Darren Caughron/Tracy Caughron
Matt Xenos/Don Speer
Tim Irwin/Jim Huber

7.76
7.35
6.92
6.58
5.9

BIG FISH
1. Tim Smith/Ed Jusrice

APRIL 15th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.61

INDIANA SLAB MASTERS
CATARACT LAKE

Brett Cunnungham/Keith Lucas
Larry Yates/Doug Allen
Jim Raymer/Rob Raymer
Rex Ellingwood/Walter Moore
Eric Millsaps/Rick Hancock

7.35
6.97
5.87
5.53
5.48

BIG FISH
1. Brett Cunnungham/Keith Lucas

1.33
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CRAPPIE CALENDAR
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY

5th - 6th
6th
6th
6th
6th
6th
6th
6th
6th
6th
7th
7th
13th
13th
13th
13th
13th
13th
13th
14th
19th - 20th
20th
20th
20th
20th
20th
20th
20th
20th
20th
20th
20th
20th
21st
21st
27th

CRAPPIE MASTERS
COOSA RIVER
CRAPPIENUTZ
CRAPPIE USA
HOI CRAPPIE CLUB
KANSAS CRAPPIE CLUB
NORTHEAST GEORGIA
OKLAHOMA CRAPPIE TRAIL
RIPPIN’ LIPZ
SPRINGFIELD
GRAND LAKES CRAPPIE SERIES
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
CENTRAL ALABAMA
CENTRAL ARKANSAS
CRAPPIE USA
CRAPPIE MASTERS
INDIANA SLAB MASTERS
NORTEAEST OHIO CRAPPIE
WAPPAPELLO
EAST TEXAS CRAPPIE SERIES
AMERICAN CRAPPIE TRAIL
CAT TEXAS
CRAPPIE MASTERS
CRAPPIE USA
EASTERN MISSOURI
EAST TENNESSEE
HOI CRAPPIE CLUB
MAGNOLIA
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
NORTHEAST GEORGIA
NORTEAEST OHIO CRAPPIE
SPRINGFIELD
WILLIAMS CREEK
GRAND LAKES CRAPPIE SERIES
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
SHOALS CRAPPIE

ALABAMA RIVER
CEDAR BLUFF/WEISS LAKE
TBD
MISSISSINEWA/SALAMONIE
SANGCHRIS
COUNCIL GROVE
FISHING CREEK BOAT RAMP
FT GIBSON
LAKE OKHISSA
LAKE JACKSONVILLE
GRAND LAKES
REND LAKE
LAKE JORDAN
PECKERWOOD OR DES ARC
LAKE SHELBYVILLE
REND LAKE
FREEMAN/SHAFER
PYMATUNING LAKE
WAPPAPELLO LAKE
LAKE PALESTINE
KENTUCKY LAKE
SAM RAYBURN
TRUMAN LAKE
PATOKA LAKE
MARK TWAIN LAKE
DOUGLAS LAKE
EVERGREEN
GRENADA LAKE
TIMS FORD
GILLS POINT
PORTAGE
LAKE SHELBYVILLE
LAKE FORK
GRAND LAKES
SMITH LAND POOL
CEDAR/SLICKROCK
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AL STATE CHAMPOINSHIP
KIDS DAY
CLASSIC
CLUB
POINTS/CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
NATIONAL QUALIFIER
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
QUALIFIER
BIG CRAPPIE CHALLENGE
CLUB
ADULT/YOUTH
FISH FRY/NIGHT TOURNEY
POINTS/CLUB
CLUB
DOCK SHOOTING BONUS
FINALE’
CLUB
CRAPPIE BASH/OPEN BUDDY
LARRY HENRY MEMOEIAL
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB

CRAPPIE CLUBS
Club

Contact

FACEBOOK

AMERICAN CRAPPIE TRAIL

Matt Morgan

Facebook

BAYOU STATE CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION

Brandon Jennings

Facebook

CAPITOL CRAPPIE CLUB

Austin Kneeskern

Facebook

CAROLINA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION

RICK Eudy

Facebook

CENTRAL ALABAMA CRAPPIE CLUB

Dan Dannanmueller/Jonathan Phillips

Facebook

CENTRAL ARKANSAS CRAPPIE CLUB

Jason Westerberg

Facebook

CENTRAL ILLINOIS CRAPPIE CLUB

Joe Schrader/Greg Foley

Facebook

CHATTANOOGA CRAPPIE CLUB

Mike Johnston/Jim Edmister

Facebook

CRAPPIE ANGLERS OF TEXAS

JAY Reve

Facebook

CRAPPIE MASTERS

Mike Valentine

Facebook

CRAPPIE USA

Darrell Van Vactor

Facebook

CRAPPIENUTZ MS

Robert Smith/Joe Faircloth

Facebook

EAST TENNESSEE CRAPPIE CLUB

Facebook

EAST TEXAS CRAPPIE SERIES

Creekside sports-903-849-2634

Facebook

EASTERN MISSOURI CRAPPIE CLUB

Steve Perotto

Facebook

FLORIDA CRAPPIE CLUB

Darrell Cole

Facebook

GRAND LAKE CRAPPIE SERIES OH

Jeff

Facebook

HOI CRAPPIE CLUB

Chad Anderson

Facebook

INDIANNA SLAB MASTERS

Joe Long/Damon Phillips

Facebook

KANSAS CITY CRAPPIE CLUB

Hoe Bragg/Frank Haidusek

Facebook

MAGNOLIA CRAPPIE CLUB

Michael Nowell/Roger Womack

Facebook

MIDDLE TENESSEE CRAPPIE CLUB

Toby Ivey

Email

NORTHEAST GEORGIA CRAPPIE

Kevin Strong

Facebook

NORTHEAST OHIO CRAPPIE CLUB

Dan Elko/Robert Elko

Website

OKLAHOMA CRAPPIE TRAIL

Darrell and Brian

Facebook

PEACH STATE CRAPPIE CLUB

Robert Smith

Facebook

RIPPN' LIPZ

Jimmy/Jessica Walters

Facebook

SHOALS AREA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATON

Keith Dodd

Facebook

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS CRAPPIE

Chad Hamson

Facebook

SLABMASTERS TOURNAMENT TRAIL

Jamie Moore/Dan Sidle

Facebook

SPRINGFIELD CRAPPIE CLUB IL

Jerry Jallas/Rick Montooth

Facebook

WAPPAPELLO CRAPPIE CLUB MO
WILLIAMS CREEK CRAPPIE CLUB

Facebook
Danny Kemp/Bob Parkinson
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Website

1st Place
Clay Waldon’s caught this 18 inch Crappie on Lake Wright Patman in
Queen City Texas
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Runner Up

Dave Miller
Bull Shoals Lake in
Arkansas
Both fish 2+ lbs and
over 15 inches. Caught
on Bobby Garland
swimming minnow and
1/16 oz Road Runner.

Don’t forget to send in your
recent photo by the 15th.
Crappie NOW e-magazine
accepts color digital images for
publication. A single photo will
be selected after the 10th of
each month for the next month’s
edition. The winner will be
contacted via email with prize
information.
Check out www.crappienow.com
for more details.
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